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1. INTRODUCTION
Industries such as automotive, aerospace, biomedical, and telecommunications, continue to face increasing
system and product development challenges that require a strategic response. Organizations must innovate to
advance technology at an accelerating rate in areas such as computing, networking, sensors, and materials,
and insert these technologies into their product development. They must manage growing system complexity
that results from increased system and software functionality and inter-connectedness. The need for new
technologies and increases in system complexity are often in response to customer demands for smarter and
more autonomous systems that require less human interaction and are more fault tolerant and secure.
Organizations must provide this capability within the constraints of shortened development cycles and reduced
costs, while relying on extended supply chains, all to meet increasing global competition.
An organization’s capability to develop and evolve systems must address these challenges to stay competitive.
The development process is complex in its own right and involves interaction and collaboration among many
different engineering disciplines and other stakeholders across the lifecycle. The development process must
also facilitate innovation, while at the same time, leverage previous design experience and knowledge that
builds on existing products.
Today’s multi-disciplinary engineering practices are often stove-piped and disconnected creating many
inefficiencies, rework, and limit the opportunity for reuse. This paper explores how Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) and Model-based Systems Engineering (MBSE) are complementary approaches that can
be part of an organizational strategy to address many of these development challenges. The combination of
PLM and MBSE can facilitate the integration of engineering processes, tools, and data to improve
productivity, quality, shorten cycle time, and reduce risk in the development process.
PLM is a general approach to manage processes and data throughout the lifecycle development of a system
or product. MBSE is an approach that emphasizes the development of a system model that integrates across
subsystems and engineering disciplines. Both the PLM and MBSE approaches reflect evolving practices from
their own distinct roots.
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2. PLM BACKGROUND
The PLM approach is an outgrowth of Product Data Management (PDM) applications that manage versions of
product configuration data throughout the product lifecycle. The term PDM has traditionally been used to
describe the applications for document and computer-aided design (CAD) data management, whereas PLM
reflects the broader approach to managing the multi-disciplinary engineering data across the product
lifecycle. The original PDM applications related parts in the product parts list, often called a bill of materials
(BOM), to their geometric representation in mechanical CAD tools. This provided the means for controlling the
configuration to release to manufacturing.
Over the years, the PDM applications continued to evolve to manage a broader scope of engineering data.
This included managing the relationship between the mechanical CAD representation and the processes used
to manufacture the parts, such as processes that are implemented by software to drive numerical controlled
machines. The PDM applications also evolved to support more complex CAD representations as they
transitioned from 2-dimensional representations to 3-dimensional representations. In addition, these
applications began to manage the relationship between the mechanical CAD models and the structural,
thermal, and other analysis models that rely on the geometrical representation.
In more recent years, the PDM applications began to manage relationships to engineering data that is not
merely mechanical in nature. This includes managing the relationship to electrical design models of an
electronics assembly, and managing the relationship to software design artifacts, which is sometimes referred
to as Application Lifecycle Management (ALM). In addition, PDM applications now manage the relationship to
requirements as well as design data. PDM applications support a PLM approach, particularly as they extend
their scope to include engineering data that increasingly covers more of the ‘Vee’ process [1] from
requirements to design to test to manufacturing.

3. MBSE BACKGROUND
The roots of systems engineering are often debated, but can be traced to operations research, industrial
engineering, and foundational work in system science and general systems theory. It is generally agreed that
the discipline of systems engineering evolved substantially from its application to the space program
beginning in the 1950’s. Systems engineering provides a holistic approach to the development of a system to
achieve its mission objectives. A prime example of its application is the achievement in 1969 ‘of landing a
man on the moon and returning him safely to the Earth.’
Systems engineering is used to support the specification, design, analysis, and verification of the system, and
must be initiated early in the lifecycle to have the largest impact on product development. Trade-off analysis
is performed throughout the lifecycle to identify and evaluate alternatives, and select a balanced system
solution among competing considerations that span the design elements (i.e., subsystems and components), and
span different facets of the design, and different phases of the lifecycle. The different facets of design
include functionality, performance, physical, and other quality characteristics such as safety, reliability,
producibility, maintainability, as well as lifecycle cost and risk. The different phases of the lifecycle include
development, operation, manufacturing, support, and disposal. To achieve this balance, systems engineering
is inherently multi-disciplinary.
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In addition to trade-off analysis, many other systems engineering techniques are commonly used to support
the specification, design, analysis, and verification of systems. These include requirements traceability analysis,
functional analysis, architecture design, performance simulation, and risk management, to name a few. Many
different kinds of design and analysis models are also used as part of the systems engineering toolkit.
Over the last decade, increased emphasis has been placed on developing an integrated system model to
capture information about the system. This MBSE approach contrasts with a more traditional document-based
approach that captures similar information in documents, such as specifications, interface control documents,
architecture description documents, and others. The system model is intended to ensure a more precise,
consistent, and traceable system design that reflects the multi-disciplinary design considerations.
The system model is one of many engineering models that include hardware and software design models, and
diverse simulation and analysis models. However, the system model can play a key role in facilitating
integration by capturing shared aspects of the system that are used by other engineering models. This includes
information related to systems, subsystems and components such as their requirements, function, states,
interfaces, key system properties, and their inter-relationships.

4. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT LIMITATIONS
As noted in the introduction, the product development challenges require organizations to leverage rapidly
changing technologies, and to manage increasing system complexity within development constraints. However,
this challenge is made more difficult within an organization because many engineering processes and tools
have evolved from their discipline-specific roots without an over-arching integrated set of processes, tools,
and data that brings together the workforce in an efficient and effective way.
The engineering processes span the entire product development lifecycle that includes conceptual design,
preliminary, design, detailed design, and integration and test. These processes continue to be applied through
product manufacturing and support to address defects, technology insertion, and evolving customer needs.
The lack of integration in each phase results in inefficiencies, defect insertion, and limits the ability to assess
change impacts and respond to changes.
Integrating the development processes is essential from Day 1 on a project. Right from the start, engineers
from each discipline must begin working to meet early project milestones such as the procurement of long-lead
items. The lack of integration across disciplines can result in early design decisions that can have significant
adverse downstream cost and schedule impacts.
An organization’s engineering change process can be an indicator of the level of integration of their multidisciplinary engineering processes. The change process includes identifying the need for the change, assessing
the potential impact of the change, implementing the change, and must be managed to ensure proper
orchestration among the development team. This often requires program and engineering management to
coordinate analysis, design, and test activities that are performed by many engineering disciplines that
include systems, software, electrical, mechanical, reliability, safety, test, manufacturing, and others. Each
engineer uses their discipline-specific engineering process, tools, and data, and often relies on informal interdiscipline communications and manual exchange of data. This lack of integration can significantly limit the
effectiveness of the overall process. Some contributing factors that limit integration are highlighted below.
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Tool integration limitations.
Each tool is developed to support a specific task, and there has been limited demand from the user community
for tool vendors to enable information exchange across multi-disciplinary tools.
Lack of shared vocabulary.
Each discipline has its own vocabulary and associated concepts which is essential for each discipline.
However, there is considerable information that must be shared across disciplines. Little attention is given to
establishing a shared vocabulary to enable communications across disciplines.
Lack of architecture baseline.
The system architecture is often understood by the chief engineer on a project. However, architecture products
are often not captured and maintained as part of the technical baseline. As a result, it is more difficult for the
engineering disciplines to understand the impact of a change across the system.
Inflexible change process across the lifecycle.
It is important to maintain a level of control over design decisions beginning early in design that supports
concept exploration and broad architectural design trade-offs. However, the change process and
configuration control are often not introduced until much later in the design.
Limited design reuse.
Specification and design artifacts are often developed with little consideration for reuse. This is often due to
lack of motivation for reuse by a particular project, the lack of guidance for how to design for reuse, and the
lack of infrastructure to support reuse, such as libraries of reusable assets at the enterprise level.
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5. LOOKING FORWARD WITH PLM/MBSE
Engineering is an approach to develop solutions in response to a need. This requires continuous innovation
and design iteration to converge on a solution. It requires a highly complex and interactive process where the
previous decision informs the next, and is distinct from a cookie-cutter process that produces the same output
each time it is performed. The ability to facilitate innovation and change, and manage this change in a
disciplined manner across a multi-disciplinary development team, is at the heart of an efficient and effective
engineering process. This requires that each member of the distributed team has access to the right data in
the right form at the right time. The need for collaborative engineering practices across globally distributed
teams is emphasized in the INCOSE Systems Engineering Vision 2025 [2]. Integrating the engineering
processes, tools, and data as indicated in Figure 1, is essential to achieve this collaboration.
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Figure 1. Integrating Process, Tools, and Data across the Lifecycle
Source: Image derived from NDIA MBE Final Report [3]

Although PLM and MBSE have evolved independently, they have reached a common cross-road where these
two complementary approaches can enhance integration of the engineering effort to help address the
product development challenges. PLM can manage the process and data across the lifecycle, and MBSE can
facilitate integration of the multi-disciplinary engineering data. Over the last few years, there has been
increased emphasis by both the PLM and MBSE community to leverage the combined approach of PLM and
MBSE [4, 5, 6]. Some features of a combined PLM and MBSE approach that can enable this integration are
summarized below.
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Early start. The approach should be introduced at the beginning of any product development lifecycle and
continue throughout.
Integrated workflow. The workflow should orchestrate across multi-disciplinary engineering processes that cross
global boundaries so that each team member is made aware of the relevant changes to the technical
baseline, and gets the right data at the right time.
Controlled data access. Protecting the engineering data as an organizational asset is more critical than ever in
light of cyber threats, and must be managed as part of the organization information technology (IT)
infrastructure strategy across the global supply chain.
Lifecycle configuration management. Managing the product configuration, including the use of metadata
associated with versions, revisions, and variants, is at the heart of a PLM approach. This ensures the right
system design configuration is made available to all team members so they work from a common technical
baseline. In addition, the change history is maintained across the lifecycle as part of the digital thread to
provide provenance of the design, and enable design decisions to be revisited when the need arises.
Adaptive change process. The workflow and configuration management should adapt to the lifecycle phase
and needs of the project to enable more rapid change with lighter controls during earlier phases of a design,
and more rigorous control of the technical baseline as the design matures.
Rapid and comprehensive change impact assessment. The approach should leverage the traceability provided
by the system model to enable the more rapid and accurate assessment of the impact of change on
requirements, design, simulation and analysis, test, and other parts of the technical baseline.
Technical data dependency management. Manage dependencies between data that is shared by different
members of the engineering team using different models to ensure change coordination. At any given point in
the lifecycle, the authoritative source of the data must be clearly identified and managed such that a change
is driven from a single source. For example, the mass properties of the system may be used by many different
engineering disciplines to support different analysis in different tools, but there should be a single source of
this data that can be modified and propagated to other users of this data. The authoritative source of a
particular type of data, such as the mass properties, can change over the lifecycle.
Lifecycle metrics tracking. Provide on-going lifecycle metrics related to engineering change, size, and
complexity, and other key indicators of design maturity, that are inherently available from managing the
continuous change process and traceability across the engineering design.
Strategic reuse for product family and variant design. Provide ready access to enterprise reusable assets to
support product family design and design variants. The ability to leverage reusable assets across an
organization requires high levels of engineering maturity. This includes the practices to design for reuse, and
the organizational infrastructure to manage these assets and make them available to other projects. The
system model can include logical abstractions to represent a range of products and other design elements that
can be used to facilitate identification of candidate design configurations. The relevant metadata about the
design elements can be used to evaluate applicability.
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6. TOOL INTEGRATION
Although PLM and MBSE are two key elements that can significantly enable integration as described above,
tool integration is a third major element needed to achieve the benefits of an integrated environment. PDM
applications have traditionally integrated data at a file level, such as managing the relationship between a
part number and document or CAD file. As indicated in Figure 2, a more granular level of data exchange
between tools is needed to support change impact assessment and other design trade-offs and analysis. The
figure highlights the need to maintain relationships between highly granular design information that includes
requirements, architecture, simulation, geometry, test, and other data. The shared data across disciplines must
be supported by a common data model. The application of MBSE produces a system model that contains
shared data and their inter-relationships that reflect a common vocabulary with formal semantics for
describing the system architecture. However, this data can only be shared among the disciplines if their tools
enable the exchange of this data.
There often exists some localized integration
between tools, such as between 3D CAD tools and
thermal and structural analysis tools. The integration
gap is between tools that span other disciplines such
as systems, software, electrical, mechanical,
reliability, safety, test, manufacturing, and others.
These tools are often distributed and encompass a
diverse range of specialized tools provided by
many different tool vendors. The use of standards
can enable tool integration and data exchange, but
no single standard provides the total answer.

Figure 2. Data relationships between multi-disciplinary
engineering models. Source: SAF Consulting

An organization should identify their critical tool and
data integration needs and identify the relevant
standards to address these needs. Over the last
several years, several tool and data integration
standards have emerged that can potentially be
part of the solution. These include the evolving STEP
standards, Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration
(OSLC), Functional Mockup Interface (FMI), and many
of the modeling standards such as the Systems
Modeling Language (SysML®), Unified Architecture
Framework (UAF®), and others. In addition to
selecting the right standards, the tool environment
should be architected like any other complex system
to achieve its objectives.
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7. SUMMARY
Organizations are continuing to face ever increasing product development challenges and must develop
strategies on how to deal with these challenges in order to stay competitive. The integration of processes,
tools, and data is a necessary part of an organizational strategy to enable collaborative engineering and the
associated product development efficiencies, effectiveness, and innovation. Both PLM and MBSE are
approaches that have their own roots, but over the last few years, have become recognized as
complementary approaches that can provide higher levels of integration.
The PLM and MBSE approach should be brought to bear early in the lifecycle and integrated across
engineering disciplines. The goal is to ensure that each member of the distributed team has access to the right
data in the right form at the right time. Beyond PLM and MBSE, the strategy must address how to integrate
data and models across a diverse set of engineering tools to achieve these benefits and should leverage
standards where practical.
Implementing an integration strategy is not done in one step, but should be done incrementally as part of the
organization’s improvement process. This enables the organization to leverage their existing environments,
and make managed changes that are defined, piloted, and deployed. In addition, organizations can
leverage the broader industry experience from professional associations, standards bodies, tool vendors, and
academia to advance their capability.
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